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About LANSCE

•
•

800 MeV proton accelerator.
Came on-line in 1972 to study meson physics.
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About LANSCE

•
•
•
•

800 MeV proton accelerator.
Came on-line in 1972 to study meson physics.
Expanded considerably since then.
Currently undergoing a major upgrade.
– Includes new MRF-based timing system.
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About LANSCE

•

Now a versatile multi-purpose facility for neutron physics.
– Currently delivers uniquely time-structured pulsed beams of varying
–

power levels “simultaneously” to up to 5 different experimental
areas.
Capable of expanding to 8 different experimental areas.
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Nuclear Science

About LANSCE

•

Can accelerate both positive and negative ions
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About LANSCE

•

Can accelerate both positive and negative ions
– Beam species with opposite polarities can share the same machine
cycle.
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About LANSCE

•

Can accelerate both positive and negative ions
– Beam species with opposite polarities can share the same machine
–

cycle.
Beam species with similar polarities are multiplexed.
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About LANSCE
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Can accelerate both positive and negative ions
– Beam species with opposite polarities can share the same machine
–

cycle.
Beam species with similar polarities are multiplexed.
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About LANSCE
•

Static Scheduling

– Complex algorithm for assigning beam species to individual machine cycles.
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Static Scheduling

– Complex algorithm for assigning beam species to individual machine cycles.
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Dynamic Scheduling

– Beam species can be individually enabled/disabled from operator console
switches.
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Dynamic Scheduling

– Beam species can be individually enabled/disabled from operator console
switches.
– Dynamic Sequencing
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About LANSCE
•

Static Scheduling

– Complex algorithm for assigning beam species to individual machine cycles.

•
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Dynamic Scheduling

– Beam species can be individually enabled/disabled from operator console
switches.
– Dynamic Sequencing
!

Single-Shot

!

Multi-Shot

!

Burst

!

Burst of Bursts

– Cycle Stealing
!

Schedule two conflicting beam species on the same machine cycle.

!

When the “thief’s” switch is enabled, the other species is inhibited.
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About LANSCE
•

Static Scheduling

– Complex algorithm for assigning beam species to individual machine cycles.

•
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Adaptive
– Beam species can be individually enabled/disabled from operator
Feed
Ad console
switches.
Forward
– Dynamic Sequencing
???
Dynamic Scheduling
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– Cycle Stealing
!

Schedule two conflicting beam species on the same machine cycle.

!

When the “thief’s” switch is enabled, the other species is inhibited.
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Trick 1: “Prescient Feed Forward”

•

“Smallishly” finite number of beam species combinations
– 256 max if we implement all 8 species and include all the illegal
–

combinations.
LLRF system maintains separate tables for each combination.

•

Can’t rely on the static schedule to determine which set
of tables to use.

•

Need advance knowledge of what is really going to
happen.
– ~100 microseconds would be fine.
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Trick 1: “Prescient Feed Forward”

•

Solution: Use the EVR “Event Log” feature.
– The “Actual” beam gates are generated by delay/length pulsers.
– The “Actual Beam” trigger events have fixed time-slots ~220
–
–
–
–
–
–

uSec before RF turn on.
Add the ~220 uSec to the pulser’s specified delay value.
EVR enables logging for all 8 “Actual Beam” trigger events.
An “All Gates Triggered” event causes an interrupt in the EVR.
ISR reads the log and constructs a bitmap of which gates had
trigger events that machine cycle.
Bitmap is sent to LLRF hardware.
If a gate’s trigger event is in the log, we know that gate will occur.
(whether or not the beam is actually present is beyond the limits
of our prescience.)
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Trick 2: Pulser Replication

•

Advantages of delay/length pulsers:
– Gates derived from different trigger events can have identical
–
–

delays and/or widths (no event-collision jostle).
Many different gates can be derived from a single trigger event
(number of gates not limited by number of events).
Only one event required to control the gate.
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Trick 2: Pulser Replication

•

Advantages of delay/length pulsers:
– Gates derived from different trigger events can have identical
–
–

•

delays and/or widths (no event-collision jostle).
Many different gates can be derived from a single trigger event
(number of gates not limited by number of events).
Only one event required to control the gate.

Disadvantages of delay/length pulsers:
– Keeping the delays and
lengths synchronized
if the same gate
✪
needs to occur in
multiple locations.

✪
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Trick 2: Pulser Replication

•

Solution: Use the distributed data buffer feature.
– At the end of each machine cycle, the EVG transmits a
“Per-Cycle Data Buffer” structure (PCDB) to all the EVR’s
!
!

Cycle number of the next machine cycle.
Timestamp for the next machine cycle.

!
!

Map of scheduled beam species.
Delay and length values for each of the beam species gates.

– Receiving processors have

–

4 mSec to update delay &
length values (if they
have changed).
✪
Of course, receiving
processors must be “up”.

✪

✪
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✪

✪

✪

✪

Tricks with flip/flop pulsers

•

Gates driven by delay/length pulsers do not change their
parameters very often (changing parameters requires
operator action).

•

Some gates, however, can change every machine cycle.
– Mostly gates associated with the RF system.
– Some beam species require significantly longer RF gates.
– To save money, only schedule long RF gates on the machine
–

•

cycles that need them.
Not efficient to re-write delays and lengths every machine cycle.

Gates that change every machine cycle are implemented
as “flip/flops” (one event to turn the gate on, one event to
turn the gate off).
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Tricks with flip/flop pulsers

•

Limited Duration Gates
– If, for some reason, the event link is interrupted between the

–
–

•

gate’s turn-on and turn-off event, the output will remain high until
the next turn-off event – which could be several machine cycles
away (or never if the event link goes down).
This causes some equipment to crow-bar
It can also cause some transformers to burn up.

Solution:
– Use the “turn-on” event to trigger a pulser with 0 delay and a long
–

length (~1 mSec).
Use the “turn-off” event to turn the pulser off before the length
expires.
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Tricks with flip/flop pulsers

•

Extended Duration Gates
– Sometimes a flip/flop gate needs to be just a little bit longer.
– Mostly occurs with older equipment with hard-wired delays tuned
to the previous timing system.

•

Solution:
– Use the “turn-on” event to turn the gate on.
– Use the “turn-off” event to trigger a delay/length pulser with delay
0 and length equal to the amount you want the gate extended.
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For More Fun Information About The
LANCSE Timing System Upgrade:
“Replacing the Engine In Your Car
While You Are Still Driving It”
THHC2O03
Control System Upgrades Track
Thursday, October 22, 2015
13:00 – 14:00
Level 2, Room 212 – 213
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